YOUR GUIDE TO

BRING PEOPLE TOGETHER TO
SHARE FOOD AND HAVE FUN!

WHAT’S IT ALL ABOUT?
THE BIG LUNCH IS A CHANCE TO SIT DOWN WITH THE
PEOPLE WE LIVE ALONGSIDE BUT RARELY HAVE THE
TIME TO TALK TO.
It creates a moment to get to know each other a little bit better and to
meet new people; this helps make our communities friendlier places to live.
People decide to do a Big Lunch for different reasons. Some communities
use it to raise money for something that matters to them locally; others
might do it to add something special to another community event or
celebration. Most do it just because it’s fun!

Just like our communities Big Lunches come in all shapes
and sizes. The BIG is about everyone joining in on the first
weekend in June, not the number of people that come along or
the amount of food that’s eaten; it can be as small and simple as
inviting your immediate neighbours over for a cuppa and a slice
of cake. The how, where and when don’t matter, the important bit
is bringing people together to share food and have fun.

Big or small, indoors or out, whatever you’re planning for
your Big Lunch here are some useful things to know...

1

YOU DON’T HAVE TO
DO IT ON YOUR OWN

You can organise a Big Lunch on
your own (and plenty of people do)
but it’s more fun to do it with others.
If you already know a couple of your
neighbours and they fancy lending
a hand, get them together and decide
who wants to do what.
If you don’t know many people but
would like others to join in with the
planning, start by dropping a note
through a few letterboxes, introduce
yourself and the idea and ask if
anyone would like to help. You’ll be
surprised how keen people are – often
they’re just waiting for someone else
to take the first step.

I remember thinking
‘why have I not done this
before? It’s so much fun!
Nureen

It is a great way
to get out and meet
your neighbours.

Chris

2
MILLIONS OF PEOPLE
JOIN IN RIGHT
ACROSS THE UK!

It’s so easy, you don’t need
lots of time, you don’t need
lots of money – The Big Lunch
is a catalyst to connect people.
David

The Big Lunch takes place on
the first weekend in June each
year. If the date clashes with
something already in the diary,
or lunchtime won’t work – pick
another date or hold a Lunar
Lunch and get-together in the
evening instead.

3

A BIG LUNCH CAN
TAKE PLACE PRETTY
MUCH ANYWHERE

Big Lunches happen in all kinds of
spaces – anywhere that you can
bring a group of people together:
gardens, driveways, parks,
playgrounds, streets, schools, car
parks, community centres, church
halls, beaches and even bridges!
Think about spaces in your
community that are welcoming to
everyone, free or cheap to use and
accessible so everyone can join in.

4
YOU CAN KEEP IT SMALL
OR INVITE YOUR WHOLE
NEIGHBOURHOOD
Most Big Lunches are straightforward
to plan. However, if you want to
close your street check with your
local council about permits and
other arrangements.
Planning a big Big Lunch? You may
need to consider insurance and licences.
Visit TheBigLunch.com for lots more
info including a special insurance policy
offer just for The Big Lunch!

Our research shows that
nearly two-thirds of the
UK would say ‘yes’ if a
neighbour invited them
round for a cuppa.

Without The Big Lunch I
wouldn’t have had the reason
or been inspired to go and
knock on everyone’s door.
Penny

5
PEOPLE WILL WANT TO
JOIN IN; YOU JUST HAVE
TO LET THEM KNOW
ABOUT IT

6
THE BIG LUNCH IS
BUILT ON SHARING
The people around us are a
treasure trove of talent – from
perfect planners and brilliant
bakers to amazing artists and
marvellous musicians.
Invite everyone to bring something
to your Big Lunch; food, plates,
bowls, cutlery, a chair or two and
even the table – it allows everybody
to be involved and it means no
one has to be responsible for
everything.

I had loads of phone calls
from people saying ‘I’ve got
bunting’ or ‘I’ll bring this’.

Use posters, invitations, flyers,
social media and local press.
Knock on doors and talk to people
too. This can also reassure the
people you’re inviting; turning
up on the day may be less
daunting if they have talked to
someone beforehand.

It’s had the desired effect of
getting people talking.

Sophie

So what are you waiting
for, pop next door and start

Let people know what’s happening,
when and where, along with
contact details in case anyone
needs more information or wants
to know how they can lend a hand.

planning with your neighbour
– great things happen when
we come together!

For recipes, ideas and inspiration, and to keep up with the latest
Big Lunch news, have a look around TheBigLunch.com and make
sure you’re signed up to receive our monthly newsletter.
Join the conversation and share your Big Lunch plans, pictures and
stories too – we love to see what Big Lunches across the country
are up to and you could inspire others to join in!

@EDENCOMMUNITIES | #THEBIGLUNCH

communities@edenproject.com
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